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UPS featured in
national publication
By Keith Gordon

Assistant News Editor
UPS has joined the ranks of roughly 200
other nationwide universities that have
been featured by the popular College
Prowler book series, which gives vital information about a university to prospective
students.
II College Prowler approached senior
Russell Knight to write the book, who compiled hundreds of interviews with UPS students and decided on the final "grades" that
the different aspects of UPS received.
College Prowler was founded by two
graduates of Carnegie Mellon in 2002, and
to has published books on the 200 best colleges and universities in the United States.
The books feature twenty sections that
explore the many aspects of a given college
including academics, nightlife, diversity,
campus dining and so on.
The book's goal is to deliver an objective
and representative depiction of the school
". through the voices of the students themselvss,
The quotes range from positive to funny
to negative, giving a wide spectrum of student experiences and a realistic view of both
the good and bad of UPS.
College Prowler approached the Trail in
" 2003 with the intent of featuring UPS in its
series. Knight, who was Opinions Editor at
the time, stepped up to take on the project.
Knight soon set to work gathering information, through numerous interviews, on the
students and their feelings about UPS.
"I started by just talking to friends, but I

had to expand to include the larger campus
community. Most of my friends are pretty
likeminded people and I wanted to get
everyone's input," Knight said.
In true journalistic fashion Knight
worked his hardest to give the most fair and
equal representation he could, but many
student's quotes work against one another.
For instance, there are those (few as they
may be) who enjoy SUB food, and those
who detest it. Knight had to sort through
the conflicting quotes to paint a realistic picture of campus life.
"When people had contradicting views
on a given topic, I tried to let the editorial
reflect that, focusing on the preponderance
of opinion." Knight said.
Each section featured approximately 15
quotes and a short editorial. After two
months of interviews, Knight had compiled
enough information to go ahead with the
most controversial aspect of the book: the
grades.
Every section was given a letter grade
based upon a number of factors.
For instance, the grade in Athletics was
determined by whether the "students have
school spirit, the sports programs are
respected, the game are well-attended, and
whether intramurals are a prominent part
of student life." (We got a C+.)
Clearly, students have high expectations
for their school and receiving a low grade
could be controversial and downright offensive to some. In the end, however, Knight
had little control over the grades.
"College Prowler has to grade things
across the board. They compare our school

Journey across the sea
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THE FOUR OARS— UPS students and alum pose after a April 16 victory at the
Myer Cup.

• UPS grads plan to row across the Northern Atlantic
By Sean Duade

Sports Editor
On June 10, 2006, four Puget Sound Alumni (Jordan Hanssen. Greg Spooner,
Brad Vickers and Dylan LeValley) will embark upon the most challenging expedition of the new millennia, the WoodVale Ocean Fours. Their voyage begins in a
New York City port and will end some fifty odd days and 3,100 miles later in
Falmouth, England.
Their mission is to row across the Northern Atlantic, a feat accomplished on
only 12 occasions before and never in a race format. 15 teams of four will compete
in the first race of its kind with the objective of break a world's record (fastest
unassisted trans-Atlantic crossing). - Their challenges will be the choppy water of
the northern Atlantic, inclement weather, icebergs and the maintenance of their
physical and mental health. By a wide margin the most challenging part of the
entire voyage however will be getting to the starting line.
"The logistics of the project is a learning experience in itself," Brad Vickers
said. "We just recently designed a website and no one on the team had really
designed a website before."
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Dr. Schillar departs after distinguished career
By Ted Meriam

I Guest Writer

IP
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Director of the Business Leadership Program Thomas
Schillar will join the ranks of seniors and depart from the
university this May.
Dr. Schillar has dedicated 25 years of his professional
career and personal life to students both in and out of the
School of Business & Leadership at the University of
Puget Sound.
Dr.
Schillar,
who holds a
B.A. / M.A. from
Eastern
Washington
University and a
Ph.D. from
Colorado State
University, was
destined for education early on in
his career. After
fulfilling a student teaching
assignment in his
David Evans ASUPS P oto Services
graduate-level
SITTIN' PRETTY Dr. Schillar has
business course,
dedicated 25 years of his career to UPS.
Schillar deter—

mined that education was his desired path in life.
From the very beginning Dr. Schillar noticed great
potential in the students he taught. He began in secondary education and taught business education classes to
high school students in Oregon and Washington. In the
early 1970s, he joined the faculty at what is now Pierce
College and has remained in higher education ever since.
From the time he came to the University of Puget
Sound, Dr. Schillar has taken on many roles. As a professor of marketing, management and entrepreneurship, he
has motivated his students using an outcome-focused
teaching philosophy.
Students who take Dr. Schillar's courses are encouraged to weave course material and real-world application
together in a liberal arts context.
The more creativity and venturing off the beaten path
the better, according to Dr. Schillar, who notes that "theory will only take you so far and then it's up to your imagination."
Dr. Schillar encourages his students to consider the ethical implications of their own behavior and the actions of
others.
Last year Dr. Schillar received national recognition
from the New York Times, which ran an article on the ethical and educational value of Donald Trump's "The
Apprentice."
Dr. Schillar used Trump's television program as a case
study of real-world business interactions and had stu-

dents assess the methods that contestants used to obtain
business prosperity.
Using an ethical framework, students quickly realized
that successful leaders are directed by a "good moral compass" — a philosophy that Dr. Schillar tries to instill in all
of his students.
"Material prosperity is okay, but it does not create a
sense of happiness in the long run, especially if it is
obtained through unethical means," Dr. Schillar
explained.
With the ultimate goal of having professors and students be learning partners, collaborators and adventurers,
Dr. Schillar values the relationships he has nurtured over
the years outside of the classroom.
Especially at UPS, where intimate connections between
students, faculty and staff are encouraged, Dr. Schillar is
equally involved as a mentor, coach and friend. He
attends endless student events, often with camera in hand,
snapping photos that will eventually make their way back
to the students.
"Face-time is important, as it provides socio-emotional
support for students," he said.
Dr. Schillar believes that professors should spend more
time with students outside of office hours and the classroom.
When Dr. Schillar shows up to recitals, sports games
and thesis presentations, students feel supported. His
selfless hours spent as a student advocate have raised the
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Tamanawas returns to UPS after hiatus
By Michelle Webster

News Writer
Tamanawas, the student yearbook brought back into
production this year, is finally finished. Copies are in and
will be available for sale in the SUB in two weeks. Seniors
can get their hands on a copy for $10, and everyone else
will have to fork out $30.
Tamanawas was a popular tradition in the past, but
several years ago there wasn't enough interest to create the
yearbook. This has been the first time in three years that
there has been sufficient interest in the student body to
bring the book back into production. The difficulty was in
finding students with enough interest to do the actual
work involved in creating this 81st edition of the yearbook.
The Tamanawas staff of six students (and one advisor),
led by sophomore Editor-in-Chief Chrissy Dupuis, has
been working on photography, content and layout efforts
since the fall of 2004. Each page has been filled with creative pictures laid out with great taste. Yearbook photographer Lisa Arnold, a sophomore, spent this year photographing clubs, organizations and everything in between
for Tamanawas; she alone is credited for about three-quar-

ters of the photos in the yearbook. Sophomore Ben Hitch,
the Sports Editor, served as a liason to all the sports teams,
coaches and players, not to mention doing the layouts for
his sections. Sophomore Colin Neagle was Tamanawas'
first staff member, and is credited with what what Dupuis
calls "some of the most artistic layouts in the book"
"I had a lot of fun taking the pictures at the activities
around campus," Arnold said. "Overall everyone was
pretty helpful (with the photo shoots)." Photo Services
helped out with taking many of the other pictures.
Tamanawas seems to include most every event of this
academic year.
The book starts out with a history of what
"Tamanawas" actually means, followed by a beautiful
tribute to the late Thompson Fountain.
The yearbook went on to cover everything from passages to living arrangements, Greek life, ASUPS, intramurals, SUB food, jobs and Mt. Rainier. Just about every
group, sport, club and organization is covered, and yes,
there are even baby pictures from Mom and Dad.
The staff of Tamanawas had few issues when putting
this tradition together, but one staff member suggested
that, at times, it was hard getting information from professors and coaches on short notice.

Track the growth o
Thompson H

However, in general, the school staff was said to have
been cooperative and supportive.
Production of next year's Tamanawas will begin during
the summer. A current staff member, freshman Cara
Munson will move up next
year to fill the position of
Editor-in-Chief.
Dupuis is confident in
Munson's ability to take
over leadership of
Tamanawas.
"I have faith that she can
take Tamanawas above and
beyond what we accomplished this year, and she
has a great vision for the
future," she said.
Students interested in
Photo Courtesy Tamanawas
becoming involved in the
ROOTS— The front cover
yearbook should write to
tamanawas@ups.edu or of the '04 '05 Tamanawas.
cmunson@ups.edu .
-

Michelle Webster loves the good old days of Duck Hunt and
Pac Man.
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to all of the other schools, and then come up with our grades. Since we're a small liberal arts school, we just can't stand up in some regards to the big schools," Knight
said.
Despite some disappointing grades in a few
fields (weather and night life being the two lowUniversity o
est, both with C minuses), UPS faired well in the
overall grading, scoring an A- in safety, transportation and parking; academics came in with
an impressive B+.
Even so, as Knight put it, "no letter grade can
accurately represent an element of UPS."
Even with the potential let-down of some low
grades, Knight is pleased with his first published
work
"I can't tell you why I did it, but I certainly
learned a lot more about UPS," Knight said.
The book, which is on its second printing, has
been selling well. It is currently for sale at
Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble on 38th and here
at the UPS bookstore.
collegeprowler.com
SPEAK OUT The cover of
Though geared primarily for prospective stuKnight's book about UPS.
dents, the book is an entertaining look at our
campus, full of different perspectives and
insights on our brick oasis here in Tacoma.
"It can actually be a fun read for current students, too," Knight said. "Many of the
quotes are humorous and often painfully accurate."
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Keith Gordon is baffled by the concept of chicken-fried steak.
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?

rm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't 41
think anyone knows more
about this test. or how to teach
it. than I do. That's why I still
wadi my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help scions and rive I
muck exams for the reasonable
twice of $995
I Can answe'r any LSAT ques
tion let roe prove it. Call now
fur a free seminal:
524-4915
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Committee to bring sustainability to UPS
By Chelsea Taylor
Assistant News Editor
This year marks the first year that the University of
Puget Sound makes a formal commitment to environmental responsibility.
On Feb. 10, 2005, President Ron Thomas signed the
Talloires Declaration in the Rotunda and the Sustainability
Advisory Committee was formed.
The Talloires Declaration was created in 1990 in
Talloires, France. It is a 10-step plan to incorporate environmental sustainability into teaching and research at colleges and universities.
Since 1990, the Talloires Declaration has been signed by
more than 300 university presidents and chancellors in 40
countries.
After signing the declaration, Conspiracy of Hope held
a post-discussion about the declaration and how it was
going to hopefully affect the campus.
Following the discussion, economics professor Karin
Sable took down names of students who were interested
in sustainability. These students then formed the
Sustainability Advisory Committee with the help of Karin
Sable.
"After attending the Talloires Declaration signing, and
hearing Anthony Cortese and Billy Frank, Jr., give their
inspiring speeches about progressive change on campus, I
could not imagine a better cause in which I could dedicate
my time," sophomore Samantha Gray said.
Four students comprise the SAC — freshman Kylor
Williams, Gray, junior Devin Turner and senior Kristi
Thorne.
"Our main goal is to reduce any unnecessary waste by
not only changing the way we purchase and consume
things on campus, but also on how we educate the student

body," Gray said.
SAC not only wants UPS to become more sustainable,
but they want the student body to know why it is important to be environmentally sustainable.
"We see education as a huge factor and with all of our
projects from here out will include the element of the
'why,'" Gray said. "We believe that just changing things
without letting the student body know what is happening
will not allow sustainability to have an enduring message
on campus."
Gray joined SAC in order to be involved at the campus
at an environmental activist level.
"I've always been interested in environmental issues
and never knew how I could get involved and I saw this
as a clear opportunity to help out with sustainability projects on campus. My dream is to see some of these projects
go into effect before I graduate and to know that we are
headed in a progressive direction," Gray said.
The SAC meetings are sometimes facilitated by Sable,
but usually rely on the students' input on issues. The
committee researches what activities other schools have
done to increase sustainability and discuss them at meetings.
SAC has already planned future events on campus to
promote sustainability, including making the Log Jam and
the Freshman Orientation picnic "no waste" events.
"Everything will be composted and all the dishware
will be either composted or made from recyclable products. The goal of this picnic is to create no waste and, at the
same time, educate students as to where their trash goes,
how composting works and why reducing waste is important," Gray said.
SAC is also designing a mug to encourage students to
avoid using the paper cups at the SUB and in the Café and
to remind students that SUB dishware is disappearing.

Rowing
The aforementioned website (www.oarnorthwest.com )
came in to being, ironically, in order to better handle the
logistics of Vicker's team, Ocean Adventure Racing (OAR)
Northwest's. Logistics like getting their boat—that has to
be specially made by WoodVale Events, the host and initiators of the Ocean Fours.
"We've ordered our boat, and it has been built," OAR
Northwest member Dylan LeValley said. "Every team gets
the exact same boat, with the exact same shell, how you
outfit it like what you food you carry, what equipment you
carry is up to each team. There is a list of required equipment but how you get that equipment and how you put in
on the boat is up to each team. But each team races with
the exact same boat and shell so it's really a race of man
against man and not who can build the most expensive
boat."
While teams can't build more expensive boats to get
ahead, that doesn't mean that the boat everyone gets will
be cheap either. The boat is $27, 213 and it might cost the
team more then that to ship it to Puget Sound.
"We're talking to a lot of shipping companies right
now," LeValley said. "Asking them questions like how do
you ship something that big, how much does it cost,
whether you can? And once it get's to New York should
we have it shipped to Seattle or would driving it from NY
to here be cheaper, or would renting a trailer and driving

There will also be donation stations set up on move out
day where students can donate various things to
Goodwill.
"We will have different tents, easily accessible, where
students can donate and or recycle clothes, electronic
equipment, cardboard or anything that could be used elsewhere. Things like clothes, couches and TVs will be donated to Goodwill and shelters in the community," Gray said.
In order to promote the educational aspect, SAC will be
training volunteers on the importance of reducing waste
and on how to run the tent.
SAC hopes to train the RAs for next year's dorms in
order to raise awareness in the freshmen dorms and to
inform the freshmen as to where to put their excess waste
products.
SAC is always accepting new members in order to raise
environmental awareness on the campus.
"SAC is looking for passionate individuals to help out
with projects and attend meetings if desired. Right now
SAC is really desperate for volunteers to help with move
out day, so student body will be a key component in the
success of this project," Gray said.
In order to inform the campus about SAC's future projects, there will be an open and informal information session today from 2-3 p.m. in the Trimble Forum.
"We hope to promote awareness of our current projects
and just simply let the student body know what our plans
are for the future and how they can get involved," Gray
said.
All students are encouraged to go to ask questions and
learn about SAC and get involved in order to achieve sustainability at UPS.
Chelsea Taylor thinks the snozberries taste like snozberries.

Continued from page 1
it ourselves make it cheaper.
"That's just a really good example of how complicated
everything in this project is."
Beyond complication there is cost, and unprecedented
voyages don't
come cheap.
The estimated
cost is in the
range of $160
- 250 thousand.
The
munity based endeavor, so
team
will
when we get to the start
invest
$40
line this boat represents the
thousand of
their own
entire Northwest ... the four
money
into
of us alone couldn't do it
the expedition
ourselves ."
and perhaps
-- Brad Vickers
more, before
OAR Northwest member
all is said and
done. To get
to the starting
line the team
will rely on
outside financial partnerships, contributions and donations, in order to cover the remainder of the cost.

"We're in the process putting together our media packet," Vickers said. "Once we actually have the boat that will
give us something tangible for a sponsor to see where their
logos can go and it gives us an instant photo opportunity
that is really key to our project."
OAR will also try primarily to appeal to Puget Sound
alumni and the Northwest business community for donations. The plan is to create a community backing for the
team, so that the entire Northwest can feel like they have
an investment in the outcome of the OAR's performance.
"We're really going to be using the UPS alumni community and the contacts that UPS has in the business community in the Northwest," Vickers said. "And one of our
main objectives is to make this a community based
endeavor, so that when we get to the start line this is a boat
that represents the entire Northwest, the businesses and
the people of the Northwest. The four of us alone couldn't
do it ourselves."
When all the particulars have been accounted for and
team OAR Northwest is finally sitting in that New York
harbor oddly enough they'll, probably, all collectively
breathe a sigh of relief. Knowing all that they have accomplished just to get to that point, and then they can relax
and enjoy the greatest adventure of their lifetime.
Writing for the Trail has been the greatest adventure of Sean
Duade's life.

Changes proposed to current academic calendar
By Lan Nguyen
News Writer
In an attempt to equalize the number of school days in
the spring and fall semesters, as well as resolve several
other factors pertaining to the academic calendar, the 200405 Curriculum Committee has proposed changes to the
current academic calendar.
According to Professor Richard Anderson-Connolly of
the Comparative Sociology department and Chair of the
Curriculum Committee, the proposal was made on April
12. "The proposal was submitted to the faculty, but it will
not be debated and voted upon until fall," AndersonConnolly said. If the proposal is agreed upon by a major, ity faculty vote, the change will be implemented by the
Faculty Senate and Administration for the 2006-07 school
year.
The Curriculum Committee consists of faculty, administration, and two students. The committee is responsible
for monitoring and approving changes to the UPS curriculum, such as new core courses.
One of the main reasons for this proposal is to balance
out the number of days in each semester. The concern was
to equalize the days. Currently, the academic school year
has 69 days in the fall semester, while the spring has 72.
One objective in the proposal calls for offering "full"
weeks, for example, holding classes on Monday through

Friday of each week. The rationale behind this objective
involves the scheduling problem created for courses with
labs that meet once per week when there is one day off
during a week.
For fall semester, the first proposal is holding no classes on the Wednesday before Thanksgiving. In the past
years, UPS' academic calendar has marked the Wednesday
as a regular school day. Professors are encouraged by the
administration to hold classes as they normally, and are
strongly discouraged against canceling their classes.
Although, attendance for classes on the Wednesday before
Thanksgiving has still been low.
With the change, the Wednesday before Thanksgiving
will be designated as "Thanksgiving Travel Day," in hopes
of preventing "vacation creep." Instead of encouraging faculty to hold classes normally on Wednesday, they will be
asked to treat Monday and Tuesday of that week as normal class days, reminding students that Wednesday is set
aside as the day for traveling.
Freshman Cindy Nguyen thinks that the extra day
before Thanksgiving is a good idea. "Last Thanksgiving, I
ended up getting home after Thanksgiving dinner was
over, since I spent Thanksgiving day traveling. It would
be nice to have the Wednesday to travel, and to get home
in time for Thanksgiving dinner."
An extra day for Fall Break would also be added if the
proposal passes. The break will occur at the same time as

currently (week eight), but will be expanded to include the
Tuesday of that week.
However, adding an extra day off will not change the
status of the other currently celebrated holidays, Labor
Day and Martin Luther King Day. The length of winter
break will also be kept as it is, but the two extra school
days off before finals week will be eliminated for both
semesters. Reading period will only be the day Saturday
and Sunday before finals week.
The statistics for fall semester will be 69 teaching days,
13 Mondays, 14 Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays. The term will consist of three partial weeks and 12
full weeks.
For spring semester, classes will begin as under the current system, the day after Martin Luther King Day. Classes
will end on the Friday of the 14th week of classes, 15th
week counting spring break, which is the Friday preceding
what is currently the last week of school. The change with
this is the same with the fall semester; there will be no
reading period. According to the proposal, spring semester will end one week earlier than currently, and summer
vacation will be one week longer.
The statistics for spring semester will be parallel to that
of fall semester, except with one partial week, 13 full
weeks, and one week off.
Lan Nguyen likes to count out her Cheerios before she eats
them each morning.
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Students for Peace and Justice plan peace mural
By Seth Doherty

News Writer
On April 17, nine University of Puget Sound students got together and began painting
six pieces of wood on a porch at North 6th Street and Alder.
Some students were sketching onto the board a map of the world with chalk as the
music of Paul Simon wafted in the background.
Other students were mixing paint preparing various colors that would be used for the
continents.
A student looked over at Asia. "What about Japan?" "Oh yeah, we need japan," he
said.
These students are members of Students for Peace and Justice, who began work on a
peace mural with hopes to promote peace and make something lasting for the club to
leave on campus.
Freshman Franny Allen, the student who is organizing the project, explained:
"Students for Justice and Peace had the idea of something permanent since Steve (senior
Steve Larson, the club's coordinator) is leaving this year."
The idea for the mural is that everyone involved can contribute their own ideas about
peace and justice.
The students who gathered to work on the mural began developing ideas of what the
mural will look like.
"We will have some conformity, but people can add their own ideas," said Allen.

The basic idea currently includes a map of the Earth with a tree growing out of it, roots
immersed, with a sky above. Around this will be the separate ideas created by individuals.
These ideas revolve around the way the world is now and the way it ideally could be
as seen by these UPS students.
The work done on Sunday got the groundwork for the mural laid out on the first six
pieces of wood, starting what will be an extended project.
The mural will be made up of 20 planks of wood that are each two feet by four.
The exact dimensions, based on the arrangement on the boards, have not yet been
determined.
Students for Peace and Justice are still looking for a location for the mural, but they
want to eventually find something permanent on campus, be in inside or outside.
But, as Allen explained, "It may be portable for a while."
Work on the mural will probably continue into next fall, but that does not bother those
involved. They see it as an opportunity to bring in new students to the project and with
them bring in new ideas for the mural.
It will also hence come to represent several classes at UPS and it will also represent the
work of the dub over time.
"I think it's good to work as a team and create something that represents what we
have done as a club," participant Marie Sakai said.

Seth Doherty thinks Oprah should stay well away from UPS.

Schillar

Continued from page 1

bar with regard to what students expect from their
professors.
As a faculty representative to the ASUPS Media Board,
Dr. Schillar has provided support to the students who
manage seven independent medias at the university.
He has encouraged the freedom of ideas and a foundation of core values, while acting as a sense of continuity to
a group with a membership that turns over once a year.
Sophomore Laurel Bandy, Chair of the ASUPS Media
Board, is grateful for the direction that Dr. Schillar has provided.
"Dr. Schillar's guidance and advice was invaluable to
the functioning of the group. He was sensitive to the level
of advising the Media Board required and did a great job
of stepping in when we needed it. We will miss him dearly, and are thankful for his commitment," Bandy said.
Dr. Schillar additionally played a key role in getting
Tamanawas in print again, as a counselor to the yearbook's staff.

Greg Groggel/ASUPS Photo Services

WHY YES, I AM A DOCTOR— Jenny Lai, Wes Magee

and Dr. Schillar following a spring RDG performance.

In addition to UPS' media sector, Dr. Schillar also
advised in one of the performing arts at groups at UPS.
Dr. Schillar became the advisor to the Reparatory
Dance Group, better known as RDG, in 2003.
As an avid supporter of RDG, he has helped organize
the 150 students-per-semester group, by providing support and guidance to the student leaders of the organization.
Dr. Schillar sees value in performing arts, like dance, as
they offer students discipline through practice and a sense
of mastery.
While Dr. Schillar will formally retire from UPS this
May, he nevertheless wishes to keep a close relationship
with the university and his students.
"Teaching is a life-long occupation with a contractual
agreement between teacher and student," Schillar said.
Some 20 years later, students are still in contact with Dr.
Schillar, who attends their weddings and celebrates other
watershed events in their lives.
"I am sad to see Tom leave UPS because he has been
such a positive force on campus, in and out of the classroom. He will be sorely missed by students, faculty, and
staff," Professor Jeff Matthews, who now holds the role of
the Director of the Business Leadership Program, said.
Matthews continued, commenting on Schillar's unique
approach to teaching.
"His personalized approach to teaching has been quite
remarkable, and his general service to the university has
been simply outstanding."
Alongside his wife Leanne, Dr. Schillar's future
involves full-time residency on Priest Lake in Idaho,
where he will act as a substitute teacher at a local elementary school.
On the side, he wishes to pursue an interest in child
welfare issues, explore the great outdoors, study and visit

Classifieds
Family seeking summer childcare for 2 children ages 9 and 10 years
old. Start in June, working hours 8am - 5:30pm Monday, Tuesday.
Thursday and Friday. Must have a driver's license, insurance and
CPR Training. Please Contact Ian Warren if interested at 988-1463
Needed - a math tutor for the summer. One hour a day. Eleven year
old student. Easy walk to campus. Must be responsible and interested
in teaching. Fee is negotiable. If interested e-mail Kathy at
thescold40@hotmail.com or page Tony at (253)759-6381.
Students wanted for summer painting job. 9-11$/hr. Call 253 720
8488.brendan34@hotmail.com .

Summer jobs at Mt. Rainier, WA!
Seasonal job opportunities are available with Rainier Mountaineering,
Inc., America's premiere mountain guide service. We desire qualified
seasonal staff to join our experienced team. Positions include
Mountain Guides, Cooks, Shuttle Drivers, Retail Sales and Rentals.
Detailed information can be found at: www.rmiguides.com or call 888892-5462.
Classified ads are an inexpensive way to reach the campus. To place a
classified ad in the Trail, email it as an attachment to trailads@ups.edu

Greg Groggel / ASUPS Photo Services

GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS— Dr. Schillar

with his colleagues from the School of Business and
Leadership.

friends around the world.
Members of the Puget Sound community will remember Dr. Schillar as a man in love: infatuated with education
and helping students realize their full potential.
"There is greatness in every person," believes Dr.
Schillar, who has helped students obtain an understanding
of their own talents.
Dr. Schillar's legacy will be his supportive hand that
has influenced so many, as "good teachers instruct, great
teachers inspire."
Members of the campus community are invited to celebrate Professor Schillar's retirement by attending a reception on April 29th from 4-6 p.m. in the Trimble Forum.

Senior Ted Meriam is honored that he can exit the university
beside his friend and mentor Tom Schillar.

Congratulations to all
University Leadership
Award Recipients!

Come celebrate
student leadership
University Leadership
Award Ceremony
Saturday, April 23, 3 p.m.
Kilworth Chapel

a
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Apple's new operating system:

IL

Pulse

Move over panther, there's a new cat in town

If Oprah herself actually
came to UPS, what
would you ask her?

"Where's the
beef?"

Liz Ruiz-Puyana
Senior

By Scott Worthington

Student Life Writer
In one week Apple will
launch its long-awaited, next
generation operating system
Mac OS X, dubbed "Tiger." The
upgrade is a significant one with
both the addition of new applications and major
under-the-hood performance upgrades. Don't mistake Tiger (10.4) for a minor upgrade compared to
Mac OS 10.3 or 10.2. Although Apple has continued
to use the moniker "Mac OS X" for each iteration of
the OS, the prefix has likely been kept due to its tidy
marketing purposes with X being a nice, round
number.
Each upgrade has come within 12 to 18 months of
each other and has been priced at $69 for educational buyers and retails for $129 (though Amazon.com
is running a
special $35 dollar rebate).
However,
Apple has stated that it will
begin to slow
down its rapid
OS development, and
Tiger will likely
be around for
at least two
years before
the upgrade
cycle begins
again.
Comparatively,
the next verHEAR THE TIGER ROAR—
of
Apple release newest version of
sion
Operating System (OS) X. Retail
Windows, code
price is set at $29, with an educanamed
tional price of $65.
"Longhorn"
has had its
release date delayed many times and had some of its
major features cut. Currently slated for release in
"late 2006," Longhorn will likely offer many similar
features, with its most notable changes surrounding
a new file system, a new graphics engine and new
security upgrades.
Today, the buzzword for many companies is
"search," and Tiger's most impressive new feature is
its "Spotlight" technology which brings a whole new
dimension to the term. Files are searchable not only
based on file names and the date they were created,
but by "metadata" that includes such information as
a document's edit history, content, the author and

many more. Though at first the
technology seems ordinary, it is
extremely powerful. For example, if you had a PDF map of the
Untied States and searched for
Tacoma, the map would come
up in the search results.
Alternatively, you could type in a friend's name, and
you would be able to see past emails, IM chats and
any documents with his or her name in it. Perhaps
the most revolutionary aspect of this ability is its
speed. Results appear instantaneously (though the
system indexes all of your files beforehand).

ctrl
alt
del

Tiger unleashed.

"I want to be
Oprah!"

Jessica Columbo
Sophomore

"And I want to
be Gayle! "

Vanessa ScottThorson
Sophomore

"Where are the
men?"

Aub Driver
Sophomore

wwwapplexom

Spotlight revolutionizes searching, while the Dashboard allows you to
have icons of mini applications running at once.
LIGHTS AND WIDGETS—Tiger's

Another new feature includes Dashboard, a feature difficult to explain, but incredibly handy.
Basically, Dashboard allows a user to have many
miniature applications running all the time called
"widgets." Included widgets are a calculator, the
yellow pages, a stock ticker and even a flight tracker
and translation application. The applications are
hidden out of view until called upon with the push
of one button, and are very slick looking.
I don't have room to detail each new feature of
the OS, but there are major enhancements to almost
every application. For example, iChat AV allows
four-way video conferencing and Automator, which
provides a simplified method of performing repetitive tasks such as converting a whole batch of photos to black and white or saving a number of pictures
and renaming them off of the web.
Most of these features are much more impressive
when actually seen, and not just described in writing. If you want more information, or you just want
to see some of these features in action, head to
http:/ / www.apple.com /macosx for a better look.
Tiger is a must buy for anyone who uses a Mac,
especially if you can buy with the educational price.
Senior Scott Worthington is sad that Apple decided to
release this product right before finals — how is he going to
study?

The Trail is Hiring!
"Oprah, what
would you say if I
compared you to
being the female
Michael Jackson?"

Ashley Dowden
Freshman

The Trail is currently accepting applications for
Managing Editor
Business Manager
Web Manager
Copy Editors
for the 2005-2006 school year.
E-mail trail@ups.edu

"I want her to know
that my feelings are
real."
Thomas van
Huevelen
Sophomore

The Campus Pulse is by o homore Erin Goldsrn

What is the Trail staff
to this week?
-- Doves, "Some Cities'
-- Not Hot Heat, "Elevator"
-- Modest Mouse, "The Moon and Antarctica"
The Velvet Under round "The Velvet Under ,round"
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Greatness is just another four-letter word
sy Bobby Farrington

1

I didn't think or rationalize or worry tioned to believe this kind of greatness to be singularly
Opinions Writer
about the future, I just felt. An unthinking true. These accomplishments are great, but they aren't sinexistence — the enlightenment which gular, and if they aren't real and felt in an unthinking,
I like the word "f**k," as something
Buddhists strive for their entire lives — unconscious kind of way, I'm not sure they deserve to be
more than a simple word or letters. The
seems real, or realer to me than one in called great.
word is as loaded and common and
which constant thought creates a sturdy
When seniors gather (usually during the class they're
strangely sexy as a 9 mm glock, and yet it wall. Walls aren't good; they can stop your currently skipping) talk often turns to, "What are you
is more than a weapon. Looking back a few months, I forward momentum. When you use a small, coarse word doing after school?" The skeleton meaning underneath
called the nation's moralist republicans, after they greased like "f**k" without thinking, or when your actions aren't sounds something like, "Oh, s**t, what the hell am I going
George W. Bush back into office, "f**ktards." The word is preplanned or premeditated, just felt, that's real, even if to do now?" I've been telling some people that I'm going
brilliant; a retard plus a f**ker equals a "f**ktard." I didn't you're being less than grand, less
down to South America to run guns and
make it up. When I used the word then, I wielded it as a than great.
smuggle drugs, just to see if they're realchild handles a gun, clumsy and without much regard for
But what is "great?" As a student
ly listening. Deep down, I say this
its gorgeous power. Thank God, then, when someone uses at Oxford, W.H. Auden was asked
because the surefire adventure, exciteThe word is as loaded and
the word "f" k" as not just a weapon, but in a low, close to what he planned to do with his life.
ment and probable untimely death'
common and strangely sexy
the ground way, just to keep it "real."
After he told professor he wanted to
appeal to me as capital "G" great. Then I
as a 9 mm glock, and yet it is
Let me explain as clearly as I can: (A) I'm a young, be a poet, his professor smiled and
catch myself, knowing fully and sadly
more than a weapon.
white male from a nice, educated family; (B) I'm from Salt laughed. "You don't understand,"
that this egocentric ambition for greatLake City; (C) Don't ask me if I'm Mormon. Although the Auden said, "I mean to be a GREAT
ness would backfire, stifling the smaller
mean streets of Salt Lake can get really real sometimes, I'm poet." So here we seniors are, close
things of true community and creativity
not sure how much I know about keeping it real. So what, and approaching the cliff of graduathat greatness, in all its smaller forms, 4
then, do I mean when I say I like hearing language that lion, with greatness thrust upon us. I often think about surely brings. When I see myself in the future, five years
keeps it "real," and what do I mean by "real?"
where my friends and contemporaries will find them- from now, I don't think, "Am I doing something great?
Real — the everyday, lower-case "r" real — is found in selves, and which ones will turn out to be capital "G" Something large?" I would be content doing many things.
the back corner of one's mind where thinking and past Great. I have no expectations for most, but some I only Instead, I only hope there is something interesting going
thought cease to be. As a freshman I threw waterproof fire- hope will allow me to drink their beer and sleep on their on, maybe something I don't fully understand, something
crackers into my friends' shower stalls and down the mid- couches when they are rich or famous or both. It would be I am working towards and trying to figure out. Maybe
dle stairwell in Todd /Phibbs. Things were loud and peo- a small thing, their kindness. But maybe that's what great- something small and real and great.
ple would yell. It was supremely funny (to me) but obvi- ness is, a small thing. So many people recognize greatness
• Bobby Farrington is really hoping to see you at the women's .
ously I wasn't thinking. But in an important, concrete way, only in big, heavy things — publishing a book, winning
lacrosse mini-triathalon on Saturday. Well, maybe not SEE
that unconscious, unthinking freshman existence was real. awards or making money — that we have been condiyou, because he'll be in bed still, but you should go.

Cl
bobby's
wor l d

support women's lax!!!
4th Annual Mini-Triathalon
You are a half-mile swim, 10-mile bike ride, and 3-mile
run away from feeling really good about yourself!

Saturday, April 23, 2005
Registration at 7:15 a.m.
at the University of Puget Sound
*sign up at the Info Center, the Athletic Department, or at'the
lacrosse table at the SUB!

rhe Trail

Thumb
Our view of life on cam us

Dining Services' witty responses to suggestions
in the SUB.

Fake-out souvenir toss by Reggie Evans.

Nutrition info in the SUB.

Lighthouse
Laundry
5738 N. 26th St. #2
rt'.17-7 West to South • Tacoma
(corner of 26th & Purl)

Seventh grade "prospies."

Heartbreaking start to the Rainiers' season.
Prospect of losing drinking — I mean reading —
period.

Kings and queens of the drag world.

Getting on Oprah's case when really she had
our backs the whole time. Come on people, it's
OPRAH.

fi

Super Loaders 4)
Double Loaders (8)
Triple Loaders (

OPEN 6AM - 11 M EVERYDAY
Clean and Corr Portable

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all
readers to respond to articles or important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Columns and letters in
the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the editorial board. The Trail reserves the right to
refuse anything that is submitted for publication. Letters must be signed with a full name and phone
number, should contain fewer than 300 words, and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may
be e-mailed to trailOups.edu or delivered through the mail to Campus Mailbox 1095.
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Daylight Saving: a
waste of time
By Whitney Mackman

Opinions Writer

Spring forward, fall
back — you people are all
on crack. I don't know
what this Daylight Saving
Time
conspiracy is, or where the hell the dock
it
was when that boat set sail, but I want my hour
back. I'm from Arizona, a festering oven of a
ate that I can at least be proud of for one thing:
its refusal to support the irrational belief that we
can actually save daylight.
It may be the 18 years of heat stroke I've suffered as an Arizonan, but I just cannot wrap my
mind around this Daylight Saving Time concept.
And no, it's not "savings time," it's singular —
ello, it's TIME to SAVE daylight. Can someone
please tell me how one saves daylight? I mean, I
know Alaskans have something going on up
there, and it seems to work for them. Down here,
however, it makes no sense.
In the fall, we essentially gain an hour of life
by the simple act of turning the clock back 60
utes. Everyone seems to be okay with this,
likaVt's normal that all of a sudden we can just
,.. .
m e five p.m. happen over again.
My first experience with DST was freshman
year, during pre-season for lacrosse. Practice
was moved from three to four p.m. because we
could afford the time — after all, we just saved
me daylight. However, we could never see the
ball because it was dark. Why? Because it was
really five o'clock, not four. Come on, people,
you can't just change the clock and expect everything to work out normally.
Take spring, for example. Now we have daylight all the way until eight o'clock at night. I
annot do homework until it is dark outside, I
just can't. This whole DST thing has got my
schedule in a funk. I can't stop wondering where
all the extra hours go. Hawaii, maybe? I feel like
everything good goes to Hawaii.
DST is actually an American law knows as
the Uniform Time Act of 1966. The law does not
equire that anyone observe Daylight Saving
ime, but that if we are going to observe it, it
must be done uniformly. So who made the decision that we were all doing this uniformly? Or
did we all just see it on our DayMinders and
think nothing of it? And am I breaking the law if
I refuse to change my clock and show up for
ilt.hin. gs on time in my own life?
I don't remember ever personally being part
of this uniform agreement to change the time.
Thankfully, my home state passed a law that
makes Arizona exempt. It seems the old, stubborn Republican retirees are good for some-

L

thing, after all.
The idea of "uniform time" was conceived of by Ben Franklin and first implemented by the U.S. during World War I in
order to save energy. The main purpose of
DST is to make better use of daylight by
"making" the sun set one hour later so
there is less time between sunset and bedtime,
the same between sunrise and wake-up time. I
think I'm capable of utilizing the daylight
myself — without changing the clock — and I
don't like the idea of making that yellow inferno
do anything.
Daylight Saving Time is said to save energy,
save lives from traffic accidents and prevent
crime. That's all well and good, but what about
the chickens? Chickens aren't known for making
quick adjustments — don't we care about the
chickens? And who changes the dock for the
cows? Does anyone care that maybe the cows
don't want to be milked an hour earlier? Despite
the legends, DST is actually an inconvenience
for most farmers, because animals don't live by
human time.
Arizona and Indiana (and, of course, Hawaii)
do not participate in DST. Apparently, Arizonans
don't because they'd be coming home from
work during the hottest part of the day (it's
Arizona. Every part of the day is hotter than
hell). The Navajo Indian Reservation in Arizona
does observe DST — but I think the casinos are
open all night, so it does no harm to that cash
crop.
Under its current system, 77 of Indiana's 92
counties are in the Eastern Time Zone but do not
change to daylight time in April. Those counties
remain on standard time all year. The rest are in
the Central Time Zone and use both standard
and daylight time.
I want to revolt. I don't agree with some institution giving me an hour and then taking it back
a few months down the line. I want my time
back, and I want whomever it is who controls it
to quit messing with my head. We need to adjust
to change. We cannot just control nature and
change things around to make them work into
our schedules. Work with me here, people; this
shouldn't be that hard.
Some people recommend a compromise by
changing the clock by only a half an hour. Some
people are stupid. Daylight Saving Time needs
to be eradicated. Write to your congressman.
Now is the time because we have a president
who most likely cannot even change a clock. We
must stop this madness before it's too late.

that's
a
shame

Whitney Mackman apologizes for the tardienss of
this article, but its that damn DST that made her
do it a month after the actual time change!
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Letters to the

Editor
Security guard
responds to parking
situation
TO the Editor:
Let me make one thing clear right
off the bat: I am a Security geek.
practically work there full time. That
being said, I am about as qualified as
anyone on this campus to comment on
the parking policies. However, so my
boss doesn't get mad at me, let me also
specify that I am not writing this letter
as a representative of Security Services.
I am writing it merely as an informed
member of campus.
I am writing this letter in response
to Rachel Decker's article from April 15
that horribly misrepresents the
Campus Parking Regulations. The
parking lot Decker first refers to is
known officially as the Library Lot.
This parking lot is designated faculty/staff parking only. It is not confusingly divided as one side for students
and one side for faculty/staff. The
entire lot is faculty/staff only and it is
posted as such at the entrance of the
parking lot. This lot is almost completely full every weekday starting at
8:00 a.m. Almost every car parked in
there after 8:00 a.m. is a faculty/staff
member, proving that the lot is being
used by them almost to capacity,
meaning the faculty/staff only designation is justified. This lot is located
closely to Collins Library, McIntyre
Hall, Jones Hall, and Howarth Hall.
Dozens of faculty and staff members
work in these buildings and the parking is necessary for them to come to
work everyday.
Further, the lot actually contains
three carpool only spaces, not the eight
that Decker suggested. The carpool
spaces are provided to staff members
that register with Security Services.
I'm sure you are familiar with the concept of carpooling. This actually
reduces the number of cars parking in
this lot and leaves more space for other
laculty /staff members (or outlaw students).
As far as disallowing freshmen
from having cars, that is not a had idea.
You still won't be able to park in the
Library Lot, but it would help quite a
bit with the parking situation on campus in areas you are allowed to park in.
The thing is, your complaints are
pretty much ridiculous. You really

here when it comes to parking on campus. At most schools, students are
forced to park at the outskirts of campus and walk in. heaven forbid, we
walk three minutes to get to class,
right? That being said, if you can honestly never find a space to park, I invite
you to park in the Fieldhouse Lot.
Anyone can park there and there are
always spaces available. It's just a
quick walk into campus. This univer-

sity is small, and anywhere you park is
not that far from your destination.
And when it comes to telling the
"ticket-hounders" to relax a little bit,
just remember that they are doing their
job. They are the same guys that are
here 24 hours a day, 365 days a year
keeping this campus a safe place for
its patrons. The parking regulations
are very simple to understand and if
you have any trouble with the Campus
Parking Regulations, I cordially invite
you to pick up a copy at the Security
Services office.
Lastly, thank you for the prompt
payment of your parking citation.

Kyle Roush

Director of Security
Services provides a
few parking facts
To the Editor:
Re: Rachel Decker's "Opinions"
article in the April 15, 2005 issue....The
following are a few facts about parking
on campus:
The entire Library parking lot is
for faculty and staff. Students aren't
permitted to park on one side.
.
There are three "Registered
Carpool" spaces in the Library lot; not
eight.
There are approximately 219
freshmen with vehicles on campus, not
500 as Rachel suggests.
Parking is always available in the
Fieldhouse parking lot - a 5 minute
walk to all campus locations.
("Consider this fact when you hear
someone say they spent 10 minutes
looking for a place to park.)
The Wheelock Student Center
parking lot is always full because students who live on campus drive to the
building.
Readers with questions or concerns
about campus parking are encouraged
to contact me or Danette Smith.
Dad Badhain

DirectorolSecItrity

'Online gaming presents an alternative addiction
By Michael Allen
Opinions Writer

I

have to a meritocracy in America. In worlds
(such as WoW) where money for in-game
transactions are banned, individuals can
only progress by the effort, skill, and time
(this being the most important factor) they
put into a game. Other games replicate class
divisions (beyond the standard requirement
of technology such as having a computer and internet connection) as those with money can buy characters, items,
and money. Thus, a free forum where one can express
their ideas and compete in a fair environment is enough
allure, but I think the game is a bit more insidious than
that.
These games mimic the use of any conventional drug; a
sense of gratification with diminishing returns. At the earliest stages, gaining in level, rank, gear, and prowess is
easy and requires little investment of time. To gain your
first level or two only requires an hour or two with most
games. You get an audio clip (such as glorious trumpets
playing in the background) that recognizes your achievement, a bonus to your avatar and sense of accomplishment. Euphoria floods your emotions as your investment
seemingly paid off. As you progress in the game the time
need to invest to get to the higher levels and achieve the
best gear requires severe repetition of use and can take
some up to a week to achieve their next high. That feeling lasts shorter as other attainable goals become visible
but the investment becomes longer. Within a few months
new content becomes available and one's life becomes
schedule around the game.
Quit? Ha! After having several days of actual playtime

quixotic
knight
errant

By now the gamer culture has
kecome so prevalent in our generation
that everyone on campus probably
knows one, if not more, hardcore
garners. We are a generation that was born on the eve of
the revolutionary Nintendo Entertainment System and
slowly adopted it into our lives as friends and family sat
down for a friendly and competitive interaction with the
'television set. As the technology advanced, so did the
techniques to capture a wider audience as games began to
market towards particular audiences. The latest best-selling games tend to have the longest life spans as the playerbase is extraordinarily large and the content is continually
updated; this is the realm of Massive Multiplayer Online
Role Playing Gaines (MMORPGs). The newest and bestselling of which is World of Warcraft (WoW).
These games have been often accused of being addictive (i.e. EverCrack) as those who play it enter daylong
sessions at their own computers. The common traits that
the media portrays as addictive is typically for your antisocial angst ridden teenager: it provides an anonymous
forum where one's ideas can be heard and is not entirely
limited in expression. It serves to be more than just a chat
room, as each individual has an avatar that they can
update with the latest accessories (weapons) and dress
(armor), and interact in a myriad of ways (some even enter
an "online marriage").
These virtual worlds can also be the closest thing we

(from days, to months, and some even over a year), it is
not that easy to give something up. Some individuals are
able to sell their account, but they do not stay away from
the game for long. It is a vicious cycle and one that is not
easy to escape. If I leave my room and go to the common
area outside of it, I can see one of these poor hapless souls
slowly pouring more of his time into that anachronistic
wasteland called Everquest. I walk down the street to a
former housemate's house and see the online heroin
addiction I got him hooked on called Dark Age of
Camelot. Oh yes, he's tried to quit about five times now.
Or I can stay at the warm comforting glow of my online
screen and enter the World that is Warcraft.
Resnet recently got a letter from the RIAA which
prompted them to close down on P2P ports on campus.
Almost immediately they got several complaints from
individuals as one of the ports feed into WoW and they
resolved to open that back up. Our connection was severed for a few days and massive withdrawal was felt
across campus. Given the magnitude of how many people
are playing these games, it is your job to provide an alternative escape for them. Maybe provide a healthier addiction like sex, drugs, or alcohol to wean them off their
online escapism. Invite them out to a bar or party. Be careful though, as some people do not realize an addiction for
what it is and will be bitter towards your attempts to get
in the way. Backlash may be common...but your resolve
is for the best.
Michael Allen once stayed in his room for 43 days straight.
That was pretty gross.
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'!l ost sentrs will spend
Kittredge Gallery
April 27 - May 14
Opening Reception
April 27 5:30 7pm
-

The Graduating Artists:
Andrew Marsters
Coreena Affleck
Shannon McCain
Jessie Bishop
Jeri Miller
Garrett Abel
Cleo Peterson
Travis Faber
Kristen Raine
Fared Flood
Tessa Shultz
Whitney Forest
Amanda Smith
Jeffrey Jacobson
Max \A ell Tomha‘ e
Dana Kaiser
Kate Lucy Wilson
Marissa Lenci
Shannon Zamani
Jenny Lobue

the Trail 1

ree weeks of the
tenure daingsany combination of three things: loo,k1r
'forsjolds, applying to graduate schools and avoiding
forms of honiework. For 20 seniors, those final thre
weeks may present a prospect more admirable than*,
uncertain future: an unsuspecting audience. Beginnir
April 27 and running through May 14, the annual Sen
Art Exhibition will put on display the crowning (Ichie
ments of four years of hard work by the aforemeri
tioned 20 seniors. Kittredge Gallery visitors will wan
through a maze of artistic expression as theyrus
these students' final works, and the students will re
in their long overdue praise from peers. The Trail ofea sneak peek at the pieces created by Coree Affle:ok
Andrew Marsters, Jeri Miller, Shannon Zamani, Tess Shultz and Cleo Peterson. You'll just have to go hay
look to get the full experience ... lucky dog.
-John Dugan, Managing Editor
CLEO PETERSON MEDIUM: PAINTER
"This artwork deals with personal experience and the evolution of time and identity. The experiences and changes that
I have undergone in the past four years at the University of
Puget Sound have, in many respects, been life-altering and
have truly shaped me into a more evolved version of
myself. One thing, however, has remained true - the cycles
and systems that have produced this evolution of time and
change. Life, in and of itself, is timeless. When one person
dies, another is born. This idea of timelessness has inspired
me to create this four-part series of self-portraits that are
meant to evoke that cyclical image of the passage of time
and life. Each painting refers to a more specific time of the
year- fall, winter, spring, summer. The use of four seasons
also correlates to the four years that I have been in college.
The figures within the painting look to one another in a revolution of introspection and unity. The idea of looking to
oneself for hope, inspiration and insight has been crucial to
me in my years here at UPS. Essentially, this work addresses my fears of finishing school as well as the memories I
have shared with friends, colleagues, roommates, teachers
and significant others. Although I am uncertain of my
future, I am prepared to enter into a new cycle of life knowing that time has always continued and will continue without my or any human intervention."

the Trail
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COREE AFFLECK MEDIUM: CERAMICS
What drew you to that medium?
I was originally not planning on being an art major. I have
always painted on the side for fun, and my sophomore year
thought it would be fun to try and take a painting class. I went
and talked to the head of the department (who at the time was
Betty Ragen) and asked her if I could get an admit into 2D so I
could eventually take painting. She told me I couldn't because
the classes were small and those spots were reserved for art
majors. She then said, "It's too bad you don't want to take
something like ceramics" ... I know John still has room in his
beginning class." I thought, "Hey, ceramics sounds like fun." I
spent a year in the 'studio and at the beginning of my junior
year switched to an art major. Ceramics allows me a certain
kind of freedom that I have never experienced with any other
form of art. There is something about the process that keeps
me going back every day.

Various Pieces by Coree Affleck

How long have you been working on your piece? I work on each piece over 35 hours. I hand carve and sand all of them, which is
tedious, but I love it. There is something really meditative about the entire process. But because I work with the clay when it is in such a
fragile stage, I lose about 70 percent of the pieces I attempt. But it makes the successes that much more special.
What inspired you for that piece or in general what inspires you to create art? My main inspiration is nature and patterns that occur
in nature. Specifically, the ocean. I was born and raised in Hawaii, and I think about how much I miss the water a lot when creating work.

Jeri Miller:

Cyanotype photographs printed on rag paper. Cyanotypes are a form of non-silver
photography that results in brilliant blue and white prints.

Shannon Zamani

11111
SHANNON ZAMANI MEDIUM: CERAMIC & OIL PAINT
How has your art changed over the years? It has gone from conceptual to extremely personal, and self conscious to very self revealing.
What inspired you for this piece or what inspires you to create art?
A huge transition in how I view the world was revealed to me in the last
few months, and making this work has reminded me where I come from
and where I am right now.
-

-
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UPS Drag Show is nothing but beautiful
drag queen Genu-Wine Beaute, returning
for her third year performing for the UPS
student body. As she mentioned during
the show, Genu-Wine is a former Miss
Gay Seattle, and is a front-runner to take
By Todd Johnson
the position again this year.
A&E Writer
Helping her run the show as the
night's DJ was BGLAD's newly-elected
What do you call 10 cross-dressers co-president, Quincy Tyson.
dancing and lip-synching to over-the-top
The show started in style with nummusic onstage for over a 100 cheering stu- bers by two of UPS' own students, the
dents?
legendary Em Young (under the name
UPS' third annual Drag Show, Jorden Cantrell) and the stunning Matt
brought to our campus by BGLAD.
Elm, performing as Selestra.
A resounding success.
Once these two finished representing
Just plain FABULOUS.
UPS, the pros took over and kept the drag
All of the above.
juices flowing.
Due to the success of the previous drag
The dances ranged from graceful and
shows, the location has been changed
impassioned to energetic and often
raunchy — there were
plenty of panty-flashes, and more than a
few audience members got near-lap
dances. Each of the
dancers took it perfectly in stride every
time someone stylishly approached the
stage to offer an extra
dollar or two.
Performers included Johnny Rio, the
(regrettably) only professional drag king of
the night, as well as
drag queens Serenity
Rayne, Trinity Rayne,
Mystie Gia, Manila
Alexa, Manila Key
and Pleasant Dreams.
In between acts,
Genu-Wine gave
announcements of
upcoming shows by
the night's performers
and entertained with
anecdotes from her
own experience: "And
she said, 'Oh, are you
a transvestite?' And I
Gloria Treseder/ASUPS Photo Services
said, 'Uh-uh, honey, I
OH MY GOD, BECKY. LOOK AT HER BUTT—This drag
am a DRAG
queen bared all a the Drag Show. Over the past three years, the
QUEEN.'"
Drag Show has grown in popularity, demanding a new venue
each year. By the looks of this picture, that's no surprise.
There is, after all,
an important difference. Transvestites cross-dress for sexual
every year to accommodate the ever- and/or emotional gratification. Drag
growing audience. In 2003, it was held in queens and kings cross-dress to entertain
the Rendezvous; in 2004, it filled the by defying traditional gender boundaries
Rotunda; and in 2005, it packed Marshall with deliberately larger-than-life repreHall.
sentations of the opposite sex. The exagAudience members, as well as per- geration is essential, and part of the fun.
formers, took the opportunity to dress
The entire point of drag (aside from
outside their gender expectations for the having a good time) is to demonstrate that
night.
gender isn't as rigid as some people like to
Master of ceremonies was played by

UPS Drag Show delights
for the third consecutive year

Gloria Treseder/ASUPS Photo Services

HAAAYYY FOXY "LADY" Jenu Wine Beaute, the host of this year's Drag Show, takes
the stage whle students, also in drag, look on in admiration. Drag queens, as well as students Matt Elm and Em Young, dressed up and performed during the show. Many audience
members even got lap dances as well.
—

-

think.
To illustrate this point, Genu-Wine
called a break after the first few acts to call
the dragged-out audience members onto
the stage for a round of applause, because
"these people have the balls to change
their gender for one night." She also made
sure that the volunteers who helped make
the show a reality got the applause they
deserved.
In addition to the drag show giving
everyone a good time for just a few bucks,
the proceeds from ticket sales went to a
scholarship for students who are gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender, as well as
straight allies to the GLBT community.
The show raised around $570, thanks in

part to a generous contribution from
Genu-Wine herself.
The night finished up as Genu-Wine
gave up the microphone in favor of taking
the stage for a finale performance that left
the audience in a standing ovation.
Finally, Genu-Wine brought all the performers back out for one last bow / curtsey, and amidst increasing applause,
announced that she looked forward to
coming back next year.
Even if you only wear drag for one
night, the University of Puget Sound's
annual drag show is here to stay.
The Drag Show was the second time that
Todd Johnson has worn a dress.

Gloria Treseder/ASUPS PhotoServices

One of the drag queens serenades a UPS member in
attendance at the Drag Show. With names like Serenity Rayne, Trinity Rayne, Mystie Gia,
Manila Alexa and Pleasant Dreams, the drag queens did not disapoint.
HERE'S LOOKIN' AT YOU, KID

—

Aviator
Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday Matinee @
3:00 pm
Rated Pg-13

Help Create a Faily
Your kindness will help a coup4e achieve their
dream of haying a child and creating a family.

2611. N. Proctor
Tacoma, WA

Asian Egg Der Needed
Age 21- 31, 51" or taller
Excellent h e 1th, healthy family history

New Dolby
Surround Sound

Please contact Naktfrivest fertility
norfertilitylmsncom
SAO compensation. Confidential.

-785-455

Rocky Horror Picture Show
2 nd & 4th saturday of every
month
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"Die Fledermaus" is an
operatic comedy all its own
grants permission — not because she
A&E Writer
believes her servant, but because she
wants the house cleared out so she can
Johan Strauss's "Die Fledermaus," a deal with Alfredo.
These impending separations lead to
Viennese operetta playing April 15, 16 and
17 at Schneebeck Concert Hall, is the stage the most hilarious moment in the play.
equivalent of a screwball comedy — a With artificial remorse, Rosalinda, Gabriel
light-hearted jaunt through a world of and Adele sing "Whatever Shall I Do?" in
adulterers, schemers, bombasts and half- a slow, melancholy tune that gradually
wits.
gets more and more cheery as the three
Written in 1874 and set in a Vienna sub- lose their facades in the rhythm. Near the
urb, the play initially balances three differend they catch themselves and return to
ent storylines within a single household the elegiac tones. The second the last,
before ultimately weaving them together somber note is sounded, Gabriel immediinto a larger, more complex plot — and ately discards his affected gloom and
"plot" certainly is the best word for it in eagerly hops off to "jail."
this case.
These mutual facades and thinly disRosalinda von Eisenstein (played by guised intentions are the play's running
senior Becca Fay during the April 15 and gag. Neither Gabriel, Rosalinda or Adele
17 performances and by senior Cara Evans are master connivers, but because each
on the evening of April 16) is an ex-opera has their own unacknowledged schemes,
singer who faces both the impending none will dare blow the whistle on the
three-day imprisonment of her husband,
other, Indeed, there is only one master
Gabriel, and the advances of her undaunt- plotter in this play, whose scheme is graded old flame and singing partner Alfredo, ually unfolded as the party progresses and
who has spent the previous day singing each of the three principles make their
her name outside her house, and whose way to the festivities.
face and "high A" pitch still leave her
At the party the audience is introduced
gasping. True, she's married, but Alfredo to the host, Prince Orlofsky (played by
is "willing to overlook that." She con- sophomore Danya Clevenger). Worldvinces him to leave before her husband weary and profoundly pithy, he is the
comes home, but
closest thing to
not before he
a conscience
extracts a promise of
the play has.
a late night meeting.
From his disinWith his smooth
terested and
The play's music, performed by the
inflection, frilly
unpretentious
UPS orchestra, usually fluctuates
black pirate tie and
vantage, he
between the frantically enthusiastic and
impudent
slow,
sees through
Alfredo,
the idyllically vital, at once capturing
strut,
all the affected
the security and comfort of this middle
played by junior
disguises of
class enclave, and the hedonistic drives
Kevin Hupy, is the
his • guests.
such prosperity has bred.
epitome of the gen"Better and
tleman cad, but he
better,"
he
has plenty of similar
remarks
as
company. Both
Gabriel, posGabriel (played by
ing as a French
sophomore Garrit marquis, quesGuadan) and his lawyer, Dr. Blind (played tions Adele, who is wearing his wife's
by John Rude) accuse the other of such a dress and pretending to be an actress. He
status during a song, although the fast- learns of the ultimate plot twist at the
talking, not-as-fast thinking Gabriel prob- same time the audience does, and serves
ably fits the description a bit more than as our tour guide through this world of
Dr. Blind, who is someone lacking in gen- double-talk and single-minded indultility. gence.
His litigation skills are even more defiThe play's music, performed by the
cient, however, and along with Gabriel's UPS orchestra, usually fluctuates between
haughty manner, have resulted in a five- the frantically enthusiastic and the idylliday extension of Gabriel's sentence by the cally vital, at once capturing the security
appeals judge. Angered though he is, and comfort of this middle class enclav
Gabriel's spirits are quickly lifted by his and the hedonistic drives such prosperity
old fried Dr. Falke (played by senior Ryan has bred. Underscoring the carefree
Bede), who invites the reprobate to a royal lifestyles and basically decent nature of
Russian dilettantes' party. Jiminy Cricket this town's inhabitants, the melody is a
be damned, Falke urges von Eisenstein to constant reminder not to be alarmed at the
"forget your conscience; let me be your delight the play takes in its cynical presenguide." To his wife's astonishment, he tation of human nature.
departs for prison in a tuxedo and bowler
After all, the characters in the play are
hat.
neither overly-sensitive or conscience-ridFalke, however, has more intended den, and no one suffers anything worse
than his friend's temporary delight. At a than semi-public humiliation.
masquerade party three years prior, Occasionally, they'll stumble over each
Gabriel left the doctor passed out on the other as their respective paths towards
floor, forcing Fallce to walk home in broad self-satisfaction intersect, but for the most
daylight in his bat costume, which earned part, they'll gladly pick each other up and
him the civic moniker "Dr. Bat." Gabriel dust themselves off. Then they'll blame it
still cracks up whenever he remembers it. all on alcohol, celebrate that proclamation
Dr. Fallce laughs a little, too — but intends with another round of champagne and
to laugh even harder before the night is stumble off to their early morning obligaout, and at Gabriel's expense. tions.
Meanwhile, the von Eisensteins' chamAnd you thought you couldn't relate to
bermaid, Adele, hopes to attend the same opera.
party, and as cover, requests permission to
• Jared Smith has never been seen stumbling.
visit a grievously "sick aunt." Rosalinda
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By Jared Smith

We're hiring!
The Trail is now hiring for several
managerial positions for next year!
Send an e-mail to trail@ups.edu if interested.

26. BACK AT ONE
By Brian McKnight
By Keith Ferguson
' A&E Columnist

1

If I have learned one thing
from my years of watching
film and television, it is this:
prom is the most important
thing that will ever happen to
you.
No matter who you become or what
diseases you might cure, the only
moment of truth that you will ever
experience in your entire life is prom,
because you see, prom is everything.
I didn't question this when I was in
high school. It made sense to me. I
knew very little, but I had undying
faith in the few facts I did know: geometry was useless in any real-life context;
the only credible music was on college
radio; and prom was a mysterious,
intangible force capable of either making or breaking a person with permanent consequences.
While I owe this perception/misperception to many different characters
spanning several movies and TV
shows, I'd say that the two most influential figures are Kevin Arnold and
Zack Morris. Before I even knew how
to use a combination lock, I watched
"The Wonder Years" and "Saved by the
Bell." They were my only frames of
reference for what high school was, so I
always assumed, without the slightest
degree of skepticism I might add, that
high school was going to resemble the
general plotlines on these two shows.
As such, I envisioned that my time
in high school would be spent cruising
with my friends, leading clubs, breaking hearts, occasionally having trouble
with homework (or maybe having
some other cute problem, like a lousy
job that eventually proved fertile for a
valuable learning experience) and, of
course, spending a lot of time in the
principal's office, just, you know, shooting the s**t.
What's even more laughable is that I
always assumed, once again without
much doubt, that I would take on a sort
of Kevin Arnold or Zack Morris existence once I finally did reach high
school.
Now, as you know Kevin Arnold
and Zack Morris are very different
characters and they belong to very different types of shows, one nostalgic, the
latter campy. Yet, they do have some
important similarities, and it is in these
similarities that I directly and indirectly
molded my own high school identity.
First, there is the Nerdy Best Friend;
it's an essential part of the formula.
Kevin had Paul; Zack had Screech. And
I had Ben. Ben is the best friend a guy
could have. But still, he kept a model of
the human brain in our locker and sang
the quadratic formula to the tune of the
"Lone Ranger" theme song, thus making him, without question, a nerd.
Second, there is the Brown-Eyed
Girl; usually she is a sort of dangling
carrot and propels the famous willthey-won't-they plot device. Kevin had
Winnie Cooper; Zack had Kelly
Kopowski. And I too had a girl that
made every dance, and every other
social event for that matter, both a political and dramatic entanglement that
kept our bizarre but lovable plot in
constant motion, month after month.
So, by a combination of subconscious influences and long-assumed
truths, my time in high school did in
fact come to somewhat resemble

Kevin's and Zack's in a lot
of ways. And this was
never truer than it was by
spring of junior year.
Together, those few months
were hitherto the absolute,
unspoiled zenith of my 17
year existence.
In those few months I was elected
student body president, I had a car and
Ben and I were looking forward to a
summer vacation in Paris with two of
our favorite girl friends. (It's essential
to have a good summer plotline, by the
way, a Id the season of "Saved by the
Bell" where everyone worked at the
beach.)
Of course, the most important thing
to happen that spring was the aforementioned moment-of-truth generally
known as prom. I'd say that my junior
prom played just like an episode of
"The Wonder Years" or "Saved by the
Bell." For a variety of reasons that are
inherent in any will-they-won't-they
plotline, I didn't want to ask my particular Brown-Eyed Girl, but I also didn't
want her to go with anyone else. So my
Nerdy Best Friend did the very
admirable Nerdy Best Friend thing of
asking her instead, ensuring that she
wouldn't end up with some other guy.
I, on the other hand, asked a girl
who went on to be Homecoming
Princess. And I had really high hopes
for the night. She seemed like the perfect person with which to share this, the
most important night of my life. I envisioned the two of us lovingly shuffling
in a circle as Eric Clapton's "Wonderful
Tonight" played as the last song. After
all, if prom is the most important thing
that can happen to a person, it deserves
to have one of the most perfect songs
ever written as its backdrop.
So, the moment comes, and the last
song is here. And I find myself dancing
not with the Homecoming Princess, but
with the friend of mine that I had just
beaten in the student body president
race. Meanwhile, I don't know where
my date is, and my Brown- Eyed Girl is
dancing with this guy who carries a
lacrosse stick everywhere he goes, even
though our school doesn't haven't a
lacrosse team.
And the song playing is not
"Wonderful Tonight." Instead, it's
Brian McKnight's "Back at One."
Now, I hated this song before this
particular brush with it, but I have to
say, that this experience made me
almost resent it. This was not how my
prom night was supposed to go. Where
was my date? Where was "Wonderful
Tonight?" "Back at One" was sappy,
uninspired driVel for the easy listening
crowd, and it had no place in this
moment on this important night.
But I had to laugh a bit, listening to
McKnight croon his second verse,
singing,
It's so incredible, the way things
work themselves out.
Yes, yes, it is, Brian.
I'm not a guy who's big on surprises; I like the thrill of fulfilled expectations. But somehow even this night
made me laugh, mostly at myself, as I
realized that its was almost a perfect
ending to my so-called "Prom
Episode": after everything I put into
making it a "Wonderful Tonight" kind
of night, there I was, back at one.
Why can't you he more like Keith?
Keith would never beat up his landlord.
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Todd Field determines the Tungsten Chef
Todd Field hosts a variety of studentprepared culinary delights in the
Tungsten Chef Cook-off

Each team had about 45 minutes to come up with a creative and well-presented meal.
While some teams opted for more traditional camping
dishes like breakfast burritos or stir fry, others resorted to
mixing ingredients like apple, garlic, craisins, kangaroo
meat and onions all in one dish.
By Lauren Iversen
One team even used every ingredient.
A&E Writer
Dishes were given creative names like "The Dingo Ate
Your Burrito," "Newton's Candy Kangaroo," "Glowing
Creativity is good.
Granola Bars"and finally, "Little Joe's Last Wish."
With this theme floating through the air, the Outhaus,
Teams also sported "camp gear" and some particialong with the Culture and Cooking House, hosted their
pants even wore hand-made aprons made out of beer
second annual Tungsten Chef Cook-off — a spin-off of the
Cans.
"Iron Chef" competition.
This year, teams were judged on presentation, taste
Formerly known as the UPS Outdoors' "Titanium
and smell, as well as stove-lighting technique, costume
Chef" competition, the name was changed to Tungsten and any vomiting which resulted in an automatic deducafter legal threats from a copyright owner.
tion of points.
In the cook-off, participants used traditional camping
The overall winner at this year's cook-off was
ingredients and supplies to create authentic "camp food."
"Clubbed Baby Seal," who received decorated aprons as
Last year, about
a prize.
four teams competed
Although everyone was invited to try
in front of the SUB.
any of the dishes created in the competiThe event was created
tion, in addition to the Tungsten cook-off,
in order to "teach stove
TP ResLife Staff hosted "TP Gets
skills and, more imporIn(tent)se" — a campout on Todd Field,
While some teams opted for more tratantly, have fun," sophcomplete with a barbecue.
ditional camping dishes like breakfast
omore Rose Delles
Students were invited to eat, play
burritos or stir fry, others resorted to
said.
Frisbee or singe their eyebrows off
mixing ingredients like apple, garlic,
By collaborating
attempting to work the grill.
craisins, kangaroo meat and onions all in
with Todd / Phibbs
one dish.
While the weather on April 16 was cold
Resident Life Staff's
for a camp-out, residents were "more than
camp-out this year, the
welcome to pitch a tent on Todd Field,"
event had a slightly
sophomore R.A. Clay Harmon said. The
bigger turnout.
Expeditionary, a University gear rental
"I'm really excited
shop located behind the Student
about it," Delles said.
Development building, was open for those who chose to
"Hopefully it will get bigger and we can do it every year." rent equipment.
Teams like "The Steamed Hams," "'Pot' Heads" and
Inside TP, residents watched outdoor movies, such as
"Clubbed Baby Seals" all competed for a chance to win "Vertical Limit" and "Riding Giants" — a surfing docuthe title of Tungsten Chef.
mentary.
They were given essential ingredients such as garlic,
They also made S'mores in the fireplace, played guitar,
potatoes, granola bars, string cheese and kangaroo meat.

Kent Phillips discusses the new
TAG educational grant at PLU
By Rachel Decker
ASE Editor
Theatre kids, rejoice and unite!
Or ... at least go see a few shows at the
Tacoma Actor's Guild ... all on somebody
else's nickel!
This "somebody" is an anonymous
donor who has just recently given a twoyear educational grant to junior high, -Egh
school and college theatre students, providing the opportunity for the cultivation and
enjoyment of theatre.
At a press conference at Pacific Lutheran
University on April 18, Kent Phillips, the
managing and artistic director of the
Bellevue Civic Theatre, explained the
mechanics and benefits of the program.
Basically, a teacher can call up and
request a certain number of season tickets,
at a discounted rate. When the stub is
turned in at the show, the TAG will get $10
back for every ticket. So really, it's a double
bonus.
"We get a net gain of $10 AND we get
people in the seats," Phillips said.
So far, the TAG has seen the grant produce immense success.
"At least 15-20 percent of the audience
was under 21 at the first show," Phillips
said.
"Ticket sales grew exponentially after
students came. Why? Because then they'd
come back and bring their parents," a board
member said.
You'd probably recognize Phillips from
just about anywhere on the arts and media
scene: he co-hosts Northwest Afternoon on
ABC, he's been a part of the longest running
morning show in Seattle on 101.5 FM, he's
been an actor for most of his life (he's
starred in 100+ shows) and will star in the
TAG's production of "The Good Doctor"
this year. But the main gig is being the managing and artistic director over at Bellevue
Civic Center.
While in charge, he's noticed a huge
decline in theatre attendance, most especially those under the age of 50, along with a

decline in grant money. With this in mind,
he and a few board members decided to create the Bellevue Civic Center, and he's
enjoyed the success the theatre has had.
"I really wanted to create compelling
theatre," Phillips said.
So the grant is perfect for what Phillips
wants to achieve and what he hopes for the
future of theatre.
"It's really a partnership between the
Tacoma Actors Guild and our donor,"
Phillips said. "It's this partnership that's
going to drive theatre forward."
Following Phillip's short spiel on the
grant was a question/ answer session,
where PLU theatre students could ask questions. One student asked about the future of
the grant.
"You know, right now we only have
plans for two years. But we want to see how
this all works," Phillips responded.
"It's all about being imaginative, getting
people excited," he said. "It's going to create a pattern; it's going to create something
compelling. I hope it really restructures theatre."
Phillips noted not only the success of the
grant, but also what it can create. He told
the story of a father and his teenage son in
the audience for TAG's most recent show.
"It was such a cool thing to see a parent
and kid come together, all through theatre,"
Phillips said. It's this exposure that's
important. The joy of youth is important,
and has a huge place in theatre."
A board member agreed wholeheartedly.
"Our goal is to bring back the youth into
theatre," he said.
A member of the TAG board is also excited for the prospect of this grant, noting a
key factor often overslighted.
"The audience is as important as those
on the stage," she said.
Those of you not in theatre classes don't
despair. There are always reduced ticket
prices for students at the Tacoma Actors
Guild. For a complete list of the season's
shows, visit www.tacomaactorsguild.org .

Rachel Decker is way excited to be 21.

Nicole Marshall/ ASUPS Photo Services

WHAT THE HELL AM I EATING?—Participants of the

Tungsten Chef Cook-off taste their creations.
entertained the possibility of an Ultimate Frisbee game
and even sang camp songs.
"This is our first year doing it," Harmon said. "It was
just the R.A.'s attempt at being cool."
Although the turnout wasn't quite as big as they had
hoped, and nobody chose to pitch a tent on the field,
those who stayed around for S'mores and tasted kangaroo meat were satisfied.
"I got to play with fire," freshman Benjamin Ice said
with a smile.
To rent outdoor gear or find out about University
camping trips or outdoor activities, call the Expeditionary
at 3403, or check out the Puget Sound Outdoors webpage:
http: / / www2.ups.edu/ dsa studev / outdoor_progs /
home.htm.

Lauren wants to wish her buttered feedbag, Stanley, a very
happy birthday.

Take a study break!
The Wild Parrot of Telegraph Hill
Fri Mon-Thurs: 4:00, 7:00, 9:00
Sat/Sun:12:00, 2:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:00

Millions (PG)
Fri, Mon-Thurs: 4:40, 7:15, 9:15
Sat/Sun: 12:20. 2:30, 4:40, 7:15, 9:15

Downfall (FT)
Fri, Mon-Thurs: 4:15, 7:30
SatiSon: 12:40, 4:15, 7:30
sally v
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What a time to be alive...

News for real people

Purple smoke rises from St. Peter's during
conclave, cardinals listen to Steve Miller
that whoever
we picked
would pretty
much be really
important, and
we didn't want
to make an
uptight decision."

Since his death, Pope John Paul II has been
auctioned off on eBay, presumably without his
knowledge or permission
By Cynthia Pfaff

Combat Zone Religion Expert
As the College of Cardinals met this week to select
Pope Benedict XVI citizens report seeing a thick cloud of
purplish smoke wafting from the chimney of St. Peter's
Basilica, the church where cardinals have met for centuries
to elect new popes. The smoke was also seen drifting out
of open windows and under some doors.
Antonio Jose Gonzalez, an 80 year old cardinal from
Ecuador was available for comment shortly after the selection of the 265th pontiff. Though his command of the
English language could be described as "crappy" at best,
he was happy to describe the atmosphere of this sacred
gathering to Combat Zone staff. We did what we could to
touch up the syntax.
"The first thing we did when we got there was look for
(Cardinal) Pedro Rubiano," explained the aged leader.
"He's never failed to hook us up. I guess Columbia just
knows how to party." The cardinal went on to explain that
before any serious deliberating could take place the congregation had to "toke some serious herb," loosing their
minds for the daunting task that faced them. "We knew

Photo courtesy google.com

PURPLE HAZE, JESUS SAVES—

"Dude, I'm totally not alone right now,"
speculated a roasted pope in front of
100,000 pilgrims at St. Peter's Basilica last
week He then made a cryptic remark
about passing out drunk in God's vineyard when he wasn't looking.

According to
Mr. Saenz, the
72 year old cardinal from
Columbia, he
was happy to
do what he
could to make
the meeting as
painless as he
could.

"Nobody wants to show up for this s***," he said. "Those
stone floors are uncomfortable, there's nothing to eat, it
gets cold, and it still smells a little like J.P. in there, which
is creepy. Something had to be done."
Faulty seals around doors and windows, presumably
due to the fact that the structure is hundreds of years old

made it difficult to achieve the "hotbox" effect the clergymen were shooting for. "We hoped that the wafts of extra
smoke didn't confuse any members of the flock waiting
for our decision," Mr. Zumarraga added. "We weren't any
happier about it escaping the chapel than they were, let me
assure you."
The lack of foodstuffs became quite a problem as the
gruelling deliberation. 117 cripplingly stoned cardinals
with nothing to munch on can't amount to anything good.
Mr. Rubiano commented on the situation: "At one
point after the second round of voting (Cardinal JeanBaptiste) Pham Minh Man (of Vietnam, aged 70) said he'd
ordered some pizzas and that they'd be there soon. But
then he was like, 'Just messin' with ya'll!' If looks could
kill, which ours can when we aren't too high to open our
eyes more than 25 per cent, he would have been a dead
man."
Other hijinx included telling Jose da Cruz Policarpo of
Portugal, aged 69, that his robe was melting while Cormac
Murphy-O'Connor of England, aged 72, dripped holy
water down the back of his neck
The cardinals stressed that their decision-making
process adhered to each and every tradition handed down
from cleric to cleric since the days of hallowed antiquity.

Ms. Pfaff can't wait to get back to the states so she can see
the Wailers rock the Fieldhouse next week.

Travel Channel to launch new series: "People
whose houses are sh**ier than yours
New series to highlight homes that are
just a titch below your standard of living
By Paul de Kochs

Combat Zone Television Critic
In response to criticisms that their various shows about
the rich and famous were causing ordinary Americans
undue dissatisfaction with their own circumstances, the
Travel Channel announced Monday that it will soon be
releasing pilot of episodes of a new show entitled "People
Whose Houses Are Sh**ier Than Yours." Hosted by Jeff
Foxworthy, the show will highlight homes in dumpy
neighborhoods around the nation, all handpicked to be
just below the standard of living of the average American
family. Cars parked on lawns, vinyl siding from the 70's,
defenestrated television sets and toppled-over sections of
chain like fence will all be staples on the new show.
Staff from the show plans to arrive unannounced at
previously selected homes, capturing the residents as

they've just
come home
from their
low-paying
jobs, a trip to
Big K-Mart,
or a minor
league sporting event.
Theoretically,
their irritated
Photo courtesy google.com demeanor in
MAKES YOUR DUPLEX LOOK LIKE A the face of
PALACE—The Travel Channel brings the
this disturghetto to you with its new series, "People
bance will
whose houses are sh**ier than yours." Look cement the
for it this fall.
impression
that their lives, as well as their houses, are in a state of perpetual disrepair. In steering clear of the real bottom rung
of society, however, the show's producers hope to avoid
arousing sympathy for the subjects, leaving viewers feeling better about themselves, not worried about someone

else's poverty.

While the new series will not totally replace those
all-too-familiar shows that take viewers on all access tours
of vacation destinations they'll never be able to afford, it
will offer some balance to the. mixture. The sounds of crying children, high-volume talk shows on TV, and Skynard
blasting from a garage where someone's husband is working on Mustang that will never run should make viewers
pleased and relieved to switch off the set and return to the
relative serenity of their own modest abodes.
Disappointment that one's garbage disposal is incapable
of learning its user's daily schedule and adjusting accordingly will be a thing of the past.
Similarly, viewers will be more than happy to soak up
some rest and relaxation on that three day trip to
Yellowstone without some pretentious Englishman filling
their heads with reveries of months spent sipping C8te du
Rhone on the French Riviera.
Mr. de Kochs wrote this from his palacial home on Lake

Union. Any house without a fountain in its driveway is probably shi**ier than his.

ATTN:READERS Headlines in Brief
THE ENTIRE COMBAT ZONE STAFF HAS QUIT UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES
AND THE JOB(S) WILL BE OPEN AS OF FALL 2005. WE NEED YOU!
(THIS IS A SERIOUS AD )

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
INSTANT RECOGNITION AT ALL CAMPUS PARTIES
WOMEN THROWING THEMSELVES AT YOU AT ALL TIMES
FINANCIAL COMPENSATION THAT ISN'T GREAT, BUT HEY, YOUR ONLY JOB
DUTIES ARE MAKING FUN OF DRUNK PEOPLE AND REPUBLICANS
TOTAL CONTROL OF A WHOLE SECTION OF UPS' PREMIER NEWSPAPER:
THE TRAIL
NO GUILT ABOUT SHAMELESSLY RIPPING OFF THE ONION! JON STEWART
CANDIATES MUST:
HAVE A RAZOR SHARP WIT
HAVE TOTAL COMMAND OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, INCL. AWKWARD
SYNTAX AND ANTIQUATED VOCABULARY
BE RAVISHINGLY GOOD LOOKING
THINK RON THOM IS ONE COOL DUDE
TAKE THEMSELVES VERY SERIOUSLY, BUT ALSO NOT THAT SERIOUSLY
AT THE SAME TIME
INTERESTED??? E-MAIL TRAIL@UPS.EDU WITH NAME AND BRIEF PERSONAL BIO.

New Pope chosen: "He's about to die and
determined to change nothing"
New ASUPS administration violates
separation of Frat and State
DeLay seen wearing "It Worked at
Hiiroshima" T-shirt in support of
Nuclear option
Bong explodes in arboretum, causing
biggest campus explosion since pink
Ugg boots
Tamanawas misprint titles 1000 copies
"... Grow your own"
President Bush jealous of new pope:
"He's getting all the attention and it's
just not fair"

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions
of anyone. Please send rnmnlaints to trailauns.edu.
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Diesel and Dwyane: ticket to the championship
By Greg Chalfin
Sports Writer
It's an election year, so it's time for
us to decide who will be the president of the NBA. After a hurricane of
off-season action and an 82 game
schedule, the strongest ticket in the
polls hails from the Party Party of Shaquille O'Neal and
his running mate Dwyane Wade from the Party Party's
capital of Miami, Fla.
This is easily the most balanced ticket in the NBA, for
the Diesel is expensive (just like at the gas station) at $52
million over the next two years. Wade, on the other hand,
is still in the second year of a three-year rookie contract
that will under pay him for his important role as V.P. to the
artist formerly known as Kazaam. O'Neal and Wade are
also well balanced in other important NBA issues.
You name it, they have it. Height: O'Neal at 7'1" and
Wade at 6' 4" give them strength with perimeter (rural)
and post (urban) voters. What about weight? Shaq's 340
will earn him many votes with America's increasingly
obese population. Wade balances the scale and the ticket
at a modest 212 pounds, well below average by NBA candidates' standards. Another aid to the ticket is the geographic location of the running mates. O'Neal has strong
support along the west coast with his long stint with the
Lakers, and in the south while playing for the LSU Tigers
and Orlando Magic. Wade played in his college ball at
Marquette, in frigid Wisconsin, territory Shaq would
rather not campaign in.
However, the most impressive strength of the
Diesel/Dwyane ticket may be their respective ages. At
only 22 years old, Wade represents a blossoming future for
the NBA's White (House) "Crib". O'Neal and his three
championships and three Finals MVP awards give the
ticket stability and impressive accolades.
O'Neal is not only the most dominant candidate in this
year's election, he is the most verbose. He will speak to
the American people openly about the important issues
such as the drafting of high school players, the influx of
foreign talent, division realignment, and, of course, his
own personal life. Many voters will remember the laughter they felt when recalling Shaq's answer to the question
of whether he visited the Parthenon while in Greece. He
responded honestly, not evasively like many other politicians, with, "I don't remember the names of the clubs we

went to."
Diesel / Dwyane recently coined
front
their campaign slogan as, "What's
going to beat Heat in a fight?" They
row
have a point, for no team is named
seats
the Air Conditioning. This slogan
beat out Shaquille's personal favorite
slogan, "CAAAAANNN Y0000UUU DIIIIIGGG IIIITTTT?!" They will certainly be a tough
ticket to beat in '05, but there are rivals and competitors
that will make this election one of the most interesting in
recent memory.
With the Laker Empire internally broken apart by the
aforementioned Diesel, the NBA is looking forward to a
new president and cabinet. Who that will be is anyone's
guess.
Unfortunately, many of the top competitors to the
Diesel /Dwyane ticket are ineligible due to the inane rule
that both the President and Vice President must be U.S.
born citizens. The ticket of T-Mac (Tracy McCrady) and
Tall Yao (Yao Ming) would have been formidable competition to the Diesel / Dwyane ticket, but Yao is a commie, I
mean Chinese, according to the NBA government.
Someone needs to remind the NBA that the Red Scare of
Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls has passed.
T-Mac and Yao will wear red for the Rockets this election year, and that color (and having Bob Sura as a starting point guard) will ultimately lose them their chance for
the presidency. Even Tim Duncan and formidable San
Antonio can't run to the finals because he was born in the
U.S. Virgin Islands. I'll bet David Stern, who made this
rule is a virgin ... island. He also is pushing for a 20-year
old age requirement for the NBA. That makes sense. I'm
19, and I can go to war, but I can't play in the NBA (only
because of the age requirement, of course).
Maybe the most underrated ticket is from the Great
Wallace North in Detroit where the Wallace / Wallace ticket is trying to add a presidential candidacy to its championship attitude. Since the Wallace duo (Rasheed and Ben)
can't decide who will be the main man on the ticket, they
will probably pull out of the election and go back to either
the Palace of Auburn Hills or the weight room. As
Rasheed recently said, "We a team, man. There's no number one or number two on this team. Besides, I wear number 30 — always have, always will." That attitude won't
help them swing voters looking for a decisive leader in
these troubled times.

photo courtesy of google com

HOLD THIS BALL WHILE I HANG FROM THE
RIM FOR A MINUTE—Shaq and his Miami posse will

power through the NBA playoffs.
So, who from the west will take on the likely
Diesel /Dwyane ticket in the NBA Finals? Not Phoenix,
Sacramento, Seattle or Dallas, who all rely on at least one
foreign player. No, it will be the only Western team that
relies on American born stars. Carmelo Anthony, Kenyon
Martin and the blazing Denver Nuggets will represent the
West. If the Heat wear red and the Nuggets wear blue in
the Finals, recent Presidential elections tell us the
Miamians will win. Don't doubt it, Heat in six.

Sports Writer Greg Chalfin still believes in Santa Claus,
thinks the Easter Bunny is a crock and keeps a loaded shotgun
under his pillow for the Tooth Fairy.

Women's golf takes third at NWC Championship
By Jeff Swiryn

Assistant Sports Editor
Spring has arrived at Puget Sound, and
while most of us are getting ready for
finals so we can go golfing, the men's and
women's golf teams are ending their seasons.
The women were the first to cap their
season at the Northwest Conference
Championships April 17-18, and the men
went to the NWC Spring Tournament at
the Lake Spanaway Golf Course over April
13-14 hoping to build some confidence in
preparation for their NWC Championship
April 25-26.
Puget Sound won the Spring
Tournament thanks to the help of senior
captain Matt Ristine, who, after earning a
medal in the PLU Invitational, finished at
the top of the leader board at Spanaway
with a final score of 141, four strokes under
the next best golfer. He was also aptly
awarded NWC Player of the Week for his
strong performance.
"It was good to win the last tournament
before conference (championship) because
we have had mixed success this year,"

Ristine said. "Coming into the year we
expected to have good success because we
have a lot of experience."
Junior Brendan Mason was the only
other Logger to finish in the top ten with a
total score of 155. The tournament win
gives the men their second first place finish
of the spring.
"Lake Spanaway was a good win for
us," head coach Dr. Richard Ulrich said. "It
is a long course (6985 total yards) and to
get a win there was great for the team."
Ristine shot a 69 in the first round, two
under the course par of 71. He followed in
round two with a 72, clinching the top two
single round scores of the tournament.
Mason shot 75 and 80.
"(Ristine) had a great tournament. He's
been a real loyal and committed member
of our program for four years," Ulrich said.
The stellar performance at Lake
Spanaway has given coach Ulrich and his
squad the boost they needed with only one
tournament remaining — the NWC
Championship.
"We've got a good, solid team with
three seniors and several juniors, so we
bring experience to the table and that

showed last week," Ulrich said. "I would
be a little disappointed if we are not in the
top three. It's going to be a good tournament and if our players are close to their Agames we've got a good shot."
April 17-18, just a few days after the
men's Spring Tournament, the UPS
women's team was busy golfing to a third
place finish in their NWC Championship.
The combined team score over two rounds
was 718, 16 strokes above the champion
Boxers of Pacific University, and only nine
over the second place Lewis & Clark team.
As on the men's side, two female
Loggers reached the top ten in their tournament. Sophomore Emily Lau impressed
once again, finishing second overall as she
shot an 82 in the first round and an incredible 77 in round two, good for the best
round of the tournament. Junior Laura
Stafford finished seventh with scores of 89
and 87.
The men of Puget Sound won the NWC
Championship in 2002 and are looking for
another title. With their experience and
solid play of recent, this goal seems entirely attainable.
"I fully expect to have a great chance at

winning the individual title again next
week," Ristine said confidently.
Number one Willamette and number
two Whitworth will definitely be the
toughest competition for Puget Sound
come championship time. Despite how
they finish, the Loggers have had a superb
season and coach Ulrich sees a bright
future.
"We have a good core of four juniors
coming back. We're working on recruitment right now, so the program should be
able to sustain; we'll be pretty solid,"
Ulrich said.
As a graduating senior and team captain, Ristine is also confident in the years to
come for the UPS golf program.
"As far as next year goes, it will be a
whole new team," he said. "Three of us are
leaving, and we have been the main part of
the team for the last four years. Hopefully
we will be able to fill out a strong team and
continue to be near the top of the conference every year."

Assistant Sports Editor Jeff Swiryn has
slept through his last five beginning golf
classes. You know senioritis is bad when you
are too lazy to hit balls at a driving range.
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Women's tennis second at NWC championship, men fifth
By Sean Duade
Sports Editor
Women's tennis took second place at
the NWC championship for the second
consecutive year, while the men finished
in fifth place. The women earned a berth
into the championship game with Linfield
by defeating George Fox 8-1 and PLU 5-4
on the first day of the two-day tournament, April 15 and 16. On the second day
the women were beaten 8-1 by Linfield,
who won its fourth-consecutive NWC
championship.
The tournament began with less then
spectacular results for the men. They took
the court at 8 a.m. in temperatures hovering slightly above freezing, opening the
tournament against conference nemesis
Whitworth.
"What you strive for is that every single match you want to leave it all out on
the court," Puget Sound senior Rodgers
Hawley said. "And when that doesn't
happen, like it did 8 a.m. Saturday morning for us, we didn't really leave it all out
on the court.
"It was outdoors and it was 40 degrees
out, and I don't think we put our best
effort out there for one reason or another,
so we walked away with a loss."
The men walked away with three losses in the doubles matches. In singles play
seniors Trent Neugebauer and Rodgers
Irjawley earned much needed victories,
but the rest of the team did not. And the
men lost the match 5-2, and were moved
into the losers bracket.
Knowing they had to win the next two
matches to earn a fifth place finish, the
men stepped their game up and beat
George Fox in the second round April 15,
by a score 4-1. Winning singles matches
were Andrew Neal, Drew Gemmer, Dan
Dauydou, Sam Ziff and Ryan Hulscher.
On April 16 the men came up big again
beating Lewis & Clark 6-3, securing a fifth
place finish.
"If we could do one thing differently,"
Neugebauer said, "We would of used
Map Quest directions. Our coach is directionally challenged. Seriously, we got
there like five minutes before our match."

The women's team experienced better new freshmen and a sophomore this year,
Hawley however has some advice for
luck over the weekend winning two of we definitely will have one of the anyone willing to tryout for the team, and
three matches, but ultimately coming strongest teams UPS has seen in a while.
the team would like everyone and anyone
away disappointed. Their weekend began
"The title has always been our goal with a tennis background to tryout.
with a bang by beating up on George Fox. and still will be next year."
"DIE tennis is all about having fun,"
In singles the women won five of six
And while the girls will graduate no Hawley said. "No one who is playing DIII
games. Winners included Courtney seniors the men will lose three, in Hawley tennis is going to have a future making
Dunham, Alyssa Sidoff, Molly Clevenger, Neugebauer and Ziff. With another of the money as a pro, so it's more about the
Katie Russell, and Katie Schultz.
team's members studying abroad next camaraderie and sportsmanship, and so
In their second match Pacific Lutheran spring the men's team will be in need of you check your ego at the door."
took Puget Sound to the wire, but the strong crop of freshman recruits, especial- •Sports Editor Sean Duade believes that more
Loggers came away the victor. Helping ly considering Hawley, Neugebauer and students would attend Puget Sound if we
the cause in particular were Clevenger Ziff are their one, two and five (Hawley periodically let loose platoons of ducks wearand Schultz, both of who were victorious and Neugebauer have been the number ing buckled slacks, just like the good old days.
in their singles and doubles matches.
one and two since their sophomore year).
After the first day of conference
play the girls were hoping to wrap
up a conference championship, bu
felt drained as well.
"Personally, I feel I played a
stronger and more confident game
on the first day of Conference's,"
Dunham said. "By the second day, I
think mentally and physically I was
much weaker and that kept me from
Sunday, May 1st - Trimble Forum @ 8:30 pm
playing as well as I needed to."
Coming into the final Puget
FREE! showing of the him: L
OLAT1
Sound was outplayed by a superior
Linfield team on a mission to win
their fourth-consecutive conference Monday, May 2nd - Murray Boardroom from 5:30-7:30prr
CHOCOLATE T?4,STENG with Seattle chocolate expert
championship. The team came out
Mark Canizaro. Come taste some of the world's finest chocolate
flat, with doubles number 1 team of
and learn the history,biology, social and political story of this food
Sidoff and Snyder losing 8-1 and
of the gods.
doubles number two team of
Space is limited!
Clevenger and Russell losing 8-2.
Tickets available at the Info Center,
When the games switched over to
CS: $2
singles play the energy didn't pick- STUDEN
:ACULTY/STAFF. $3
up either and Puget Sound's num- 3ENERAL PUBLIC: $8
ber one, Dunham, lost 6-0 and 6-2,
and the number two, Sidoff, lost 6-0
and 6-1.
The women nonetheless had a
season with plenty of learning experiences to build upon next year. And
remain confident that with a strong
core of players the team can reload
for a successful title run next year.
"Considering how well we have
done at Conference this season and
last season," Dunham said, "and
without losing any seniors last year
or this year and after gaining two

65% have 0 - 4 drinks* when they party
79% did not drive after drinking
75% used a designated driver when drinking
(For some people any amount of drinking may he dangerous)
Based ea 2004 NCHA survey data

Brought to you by:
Off-Campus
Student Services
Wheelock 203

Find a roommate
Compare rent prices
Review leases
Questions? Want to get involved?
Call Counseling, Health & Wellness Services at 879.1555
*one drink= one 12 oz. beer, 4-5 oz. wine, 1 oz. hard liquor
Know the alcohol policy in The Logger

p:wvvw.ups.eduidsaioffeampus
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Softball splits with Fox, ready for PLU showdown
By Oliver Reif
Sports Writer
The softball team's double header split
against George Fox puts the Loggers' overall record at 15-14, with a conference
record of 8-10. George Fox now holds a
five game winning streak and holds an
overall record of 11-22 and a conference
record of 6-16. As of April 17, the Loggers
stood at fifth in the conference.
In the first game, the Loggers took a 1-0
lead in the second inning as sophomore

photo coutesy of UPS Athletics website

DID YOU JUST PINCH MY BUTT?—

Without coaches, there would be no softball.

Jessica Roberts walked and scored on a
double by senior Kayla Wells. In the third
inning, the Bruins displayed excellent
poise in shutting down big UPS scoring
opportunities.
Logger freshman Lindsay Fujita and
junior Gene Duvan were on second and
third base with no outs. The next pitch
forced a grounder that allowed for a swift
double play. Although the Loggers had
another big opportunity in the fourth as
they loaded the bases, strikeouts and popups plagued them.
In the sixth inning, the Loggers missed
another opportunity to score as Wells was
hit by a pitch, but Bruins pitcher Michelle
Roberts went on to strike out six batters,
eliminating any chance of a Logger comeback.
"I am definitely disappointed that we
didn't win the first game against George
Fox. We had lots of runners on base, but
just weren't able to bring them in. But we
came back and played a great second game
though," freshman third basemen Lauren
Shatz said.
In the second game, the Loggers came
out with a bang. A four-run first inning
solidified a lead that never disappeared for
the rest of the game. Sophmore Adrienne
Herlache threw a complete game four-hitter. At one point she retired 10 of 11
Bruins, which was insurmountable by
George Fox.
Fujita hit a double to start the game and
s able to move to third on a single by
Wells. Junior Halley Gee followed with a

soft grounder that
allowed Fujita to
score. In the fifth
inning, Valerie
Barone hit a perfect ball through
the Bruin infield
that turned into a
triple, allowing
senior Maren
Buck and Roberts
to score. After
Barone scored as
well, the scoreboard read 7-1,
Loggers, at the
photo coutesy of UPS Athletics website
end of the fifth
PUT YOUR HANDS IN IF YOU ARE WEARING RED—Secret
inning.
team meetings in foul territory are always a key to success.
"George Fox
played pretty
the conference title. However, Linfield and
much the same as our last meeting. They
Willamette will pair up next weekend in
came out hitting strong the first game, but
what will most certainly be a conference
we were able to shut them down in the secshowdown.
ond game in both double headers," Shatz
"Despite our record, we know that we
said.
are a good team and are more than capable
On April 23 and 24, the Loggers will
of beating PLU. The season is almost over
face PLU in two double headers. April 23
and everyone on the team is focused on
will be at PLU and April 24, the last game
doing whatever it takes in order for us to
of the season, will be at home on the East
finish with some wins. This team has a lot
Athletic Field. PLU ranks one place above
of heart and you can expect they will be
UPS at fourth, meaning that next weeks
giving it everything they've got this weekgames could make or break UPS's season.
end," Shatz said.
The Linfield Wildcats and Willamette
Sports Writer Oliver Reif still thinks the
Bearcats hold first and second place
steroid abuse punishment policy is too harsh.
respectively in the conference. The
Shouldn't everybody get at least three misWildcats, who have lost only two confertakes?
ence games, are in a solid position to claim

Linfield hands it to UPS baseball team, losing streak hits nine
defending national champion George Fox
Bruins.
"It's definitely the most difficult time in
UPS entered the April 17-18 series our schedule," Messerli said.
But according to Monge, that really
against Linfield hoping to dispel a recent
six game skid. However, the conference doesn't matter.
"The most frustrating thing of all is that
leading Wildcats had other plans for the
Loggers, and ran the Loggers losing streak we all know that we can and should compete with teams like Linfield and George
up to nine games.
"It's been quite demoralizing to go on a Fox," he said. "The difference between
skid like this," junior pitcher Eddie Monge those successful teams and us right now is
said. "When we reach a pivotal point in that they get those timely hits, they make
the game, it seems like we've been unable the routine plays in key situations, and
they get out of sticky situations on the
to get the job done."
"You got out there thinking you're mound."
The first of the three game set was a
going to win and you don't," junior outfielder Shaun Messerli said, "and you just game Linfield never really lost control of,
wondering if you're ever going to win a despite a solid performance on the mound
from Monge, who went seven innings givgame."
However, it should also be taken into ing up five runs on seven hits while striking out two.
account that the six of the Loggers last nine
"It was a really tough-luck loss for
games have come against the two best
teams in the conference, including the Monge, because he really gave us a chance
to win," Messerli
said.
In the end it
was Linfield's
Jordon Rasmussen
who went the distance, giving up
just two runs
which came off a
home run from
freshman short
stop Shaun Kiriu.
The performance
at the plate was a
main ingredient in
UPS' 3-8 loss as
Kiriu was the only
Logger with multiphoto coutesy of UPS Athletics website
ple hits.
WE'RE NOT LETTING YOU BACK IN THE DUGOUT—
The game two
Teammates congratulate Jake Herigstad after he did something good.
By Will Holden
Sports Writer

Exclusively online..
http://asups.ups.edu/trail/
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box score looked worse than
game one, but looks can be
deceiving. Although the
Loggers lost the game 5-16,
five of those runs were
unearned and came in
Linfield's six-run second
inning.
"Stuff like that just can't
happen if you want to win
games," Messerli said.
Besides the fielding errors,
the bats again fell quite silent
in the loss as UPS only managed six hits, and again only
Kiriu was able to manage a
multiple hit game.
Game three continued the
trend of hitting lapses for the
Loggers, as sophomore outfielder Mike Olsen and
Messerli had four of the
Loggers' five hits. This was
another tough loss for junior
Taylor Thompson, who had
another solid outing by going
six innings and giving up only
three runs, but it was just not
photo coutesy of UPS Athletics website
enough. Linfield was simply I LOOK LIKE JOHN SMOLTZ—At 5.38, the Loggers
too powerful, defeating UPS 7- have the fifth best team ERA in the Northwest
Conference.
2.
"We're all sick of losing —
no one likes the feeling in the
ing a good time on the diamond and get
pit of your stomach after a loss," Monge back to the basics. We need to remind ourselves that we're playing a game out
said.
So with the final stretch of this season in
there," Monge said. "Now we've got nothsight, the Loggers are looking to rid them- ing to lose, so we can just play the game
without the pressures we've been putting
selves of that feeling.
"We want to string six or seven wins on ourselves."
together to end out this season strong for
Sports Writer Will Holden is simply shocked
about the punctuality of the Pope choosing
our seniors," Messerli said, "and with our
schedule it's very possible to do that."
committee. It was sweet, to say the least.
"We just need to make sure we're hav-
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